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Heating engineering
Training stand gas and oil fan burner

4.1

 Original gas and/or oil fan burner
built up fully functional

 Individual components clearly vi-
sible

 Engraved system sketch of the
burner on the front plate

 Breadboard for electric wiring of the
burner

 Installed fault switching

Important attributes:

Order number:
Forced draught oil burner

0000 9614

Forced draught gas burner
0000 9675

Technical Data:
Dim: approx.650x1700 x 700 mm

Weight: approx. 30 kg

Accessories:
Power supply 220 V

Image shows training stand gas fan burner
Order-number 0000 9675

Description:
The training stand oil and/or gas fan burner permits a safe electric com-
missioning, service and trouble-shooting. Without connection at an oil - or
gas supply or to a heating boiler, you can operate with the Training stand
also in the classroom.

An installed fault switching permits the input of 10 electric errors, which
can be found by the pupil with the help of measuring devices and by logi-
cal fault location.

Since no oil or gas supply is necessary for the operation and the electric
wiring was decoupling by the mains voltage potential, all tests can be
accomplished safely by the pupils. The freely accessible bread board for
the wiring of the burner and its components, makes it also for pupils
without an electronic training focuses possible to inform about the techni-
cal circuiting fundamentals of an oil or a gas burner. With the fault switch
the Training stand is particularly suitable for the training of trouble-
shooting and for checking functions.

The training stand oil and/or gas fan burner permit the pupil to acquire
itself the necessary action authority for handling fan burners safely.
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